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1. Introduction

The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) can be stated as the problem of find-
ing the shortest Hamiltonian tour, of K cities, which visits (each city is visited
once and only once). In this work, we are interested in the standard (or sym-
metric) traveling salesman problem where the distance from i to j is the same
than from j to i. The Traveling Salesman Problem is widely studied. As this
problem is NP-hard, it is not possible (except if P = NP ) to find a polynomial
optimization method. Hence many approaches have been proposed: advanced
exact methods in order to try to solve even larger problems and heuristics (and
in particular metaheuristics) in order to solve some real size problems.

Genetic algorithms (GAs) are such metaheuristics. These stochastic meth-
ods have already been successively applied to solve a wide range of combinatorial
optimization problems due to their ease of adaptability and applicability to the
problem at hand. They distinguish themselves by their well structured problem
description.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, an introduction
to the TSP and aliterature review on solving the TSP using GAs is given. Then,
we propose the modified GAs with a revised method of the Order Crossover
adapted to the Traveling Salesman Problem, an “Elite Selection Method” and
a new local research procedure for the mutation called “Mutation by Extended
Elimination”. Finally, a computational comparison of the various solution ap-
proaches is presented followed by concluding remarks and suggestions for future
research in this area.

2. Literature Review

Several methods have been proposed for obtaining either optimal or near op-
timal solutions for the TSP. For a good overview of the TSP and various pro-
posed solutions methodologies, see [10]. Metaheuristics have been generally
applied to large scale problems, in particular GA. They have shown better
performances when dialing with different TSP structures. Genetic algorithms
strongly differ from other heuristics in conception; the basic difference is that
while local search methods always process single points in the search space,
genetic algorithms maintain a population of potential solutions and so, perform
a multidirectional search [2]. The algorithm starts from an initial population
of candidate solutions or individuals and proceeds for a certain number of it-
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erations until one or more stopping criteria is (are) satisfied. This evolution is
directed by a fitness measure function that assigns to each solution (represented
by a chromosome) a quality value. Once the population is evaluated, the se-
lection operator chooses which chromosomes in the population will be allowed
to reproduce. The stronger an individual is, the greater chance of contribut-
ing to the production of new individuals it has. The new individuals inherit
the properties of their parents and may be created by crossover (the prob-
abilistic exchange of values between chromosomes) or mutation (the random
replacement of values in a chromosome). Continuation of this process through
a number of generations will result in a group of solutions with better fitness
in which optimal or near-optimal solutions can be found.

Katayama et al [9] presented an efficient genetic algorithm for solving the
traveling salesman problem as a combinatorial optimization problem. Carter
et al [2] presented a new approach to solving the multiple traveling salesman
problem using genetic algorithms. Louis et al [11] examined the feasibility of
using GAs with a long term memory to attack similar TSP. Qu et al [17] devel-
opped a synergic approach to GAs for solving TSP. They study some typical
self-organizing behavior exhibited in GAs for solving TSP. These behaviors in-
clude the exponential relationship, entropy jumping phenomenon, assimilation
and entropy synchronization and they propose to use “doping” as the mea-
sure to prevent the premature convergence indexing of the GAs. GA was also
presented and implemented on a cluster of workstations by Sena et al [21].

We can combine GAs in order to attempt high quality solutions particular-
ity for large problems instances. For example, Bui et al [1] combined a local
search method with GAs for the TSP. Schleuter et al [19] have proposed a GA
where all individuals of the population are local minima with respect to the
embedded local search method. Merz and Freisleben[14] proposed new opera-
tors for Global Local Search which are designed to produce better individuals
from existing ones with the ability to find optimal solution for symmetric TSP
instances of up to 1400 cities. Xiulan et al [22] presented an effective genetic
algorithm that is implemented in real-code and only blend crossover operators
are applied to two randomly selected individuals from the existing population.

The key to find a good solution using a GA lies in developing a good chromo-
some or mutation representation of solutions to the problem. The development
of effective GA operators for TSP led to a great deal of interest and research to
improve the performance of GAs for this type of problem (see [15], [17] and [9]).
Several summaries of solving TSP with GAs have been published. Comprehen-
sive reviews of the operators and associated issues were provided (see [16], [20]
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and [11]). Classical GAs operators produce redundant solutions hence, a well-
designed chromosome should reduce or eliminate redundancy. Therefore, we
propose to modify the classical genetic operators, for more diversification and
intensification, in order to find a better near optimal solution.

3. Modified Genetic Operators

Solving the TSP using GAs has generated a great deal of research on how best
to perform the action of “evolving” an optimal (or good) solution to the problem
[2]. Intensification and diversification are two important factors in the assess-
ment of the GAs process. The intensification is insured by the selection process
while mutation and crossover operators are means of diversification [6]. A good
compromise should be found to propose an efficient GAs. Selection, crossover
and mutation procedures should work synergistically to guide the search process
and to adjust the balance between diversification and intensification. We pro-
pose in this paragraph three genetic operators with some innovative features:
an “Elite Selection Method”, a revised method of the Order Crossover adapted
to the Traveling Salesman Problem, and a new local research procedure for the
mutation.

3.1. The Elite Selection Method Review

Selection is one of the main used operators in evolutionary algorithms and its
primary objective is to emphasize better solutions of a population [5]. It consists
in choosing n parents from N individuals to participate in the production of
offspring for the next generation, considering their fitness [7]: individuals with
better fitness values are picked more frequently than individuals with worse
fitness values. Our selection method is not based on a probabilistic random
process using the strength of the solution (as it is in the roulette wheel selection).
It consists in sorting out the population from the most effective to the least
effective and only the best solutions will be used for the crossover

n = E(
√

N) , (1)

where: N represents the population size; E() – the largest integer part; n – the
number of solutions allowed to reproduce (number of solutions in the matting
pool).

Then, we have exactly C2
n different parent pairs and, consequently, C2

n dif-
ferent children. To keep an unchanged population size, some additional ran-
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domly selected parents n′ from the n solutions of the current population are
directly copied into the next generation (so considered as new children). So n′

is the difference between the fixed population size and the number of resulting
children

n′ = N − C2
n . (2)

Let us notice that, the use of only powerful parents in the reproduction
process may lead to a high level of intensification. Therefore, we used a high
crossover probability and a specified crossover operator. Hence, we present in
the next section a revised order crossover in which we added some diversity
features.

3.2. Revised Order Crossover (ROX)

Recombination is a process in which new individuals are generated by exchang-
ing features of the selected parents with the intent of improving the fitness of the
next generation. Since the best features are not known a priori, individuals are
generally recombined by randomly exchanging subparts of their parents. The
new strings have new characteristics and will be added to the population. One
of the most efficient crossovers adapted to the TSP is the Order Crossover (OX)
(see [4] and [8]). It creates new offspring by choosing a sub-tour of one parent
and preserving the relative order of cities of the other parent. Let us consider
in figure 1, two parents tours with two cut points marked by the symbol |.

Parent 1 : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Parent 2 : 6 7 4 2 8 5 3 1

Figure 1: Example of parents

The offspring are constructed in the following way. First, the tour subse-
quences between the cut points are inherited into the offspring, which is shown
Figure 2.

Offspring 1 : ∗ ∗ 3 4 5 ∗ ∗ ∗
Offspring 2 : ∗ ∗ 4 2 8 ∗ ∗ ∗

Figure 2: Subsequences of offspring

Second, delete the cities, which are already present in the subsequence from
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the other parent (Figure 3).

Offspring 1 : ∗ ∗ 3 4 5 ∗ ∗ ∗
Parent tour 2 : 6 7 4 2 8 5 3 1
Offspring 2 : ∗ ∗ 4 2 8 ∗ ∗ ∗
Parent tour 1 : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Figure 3: The order crossover process

Then write down the genes from each parent chromosome starting from the
second crossover point. So we obtain in Figure 4 the new offspring.

Offspring 1 : 1 6 3 4 5 7 2 8
Offspring 2 : 6 7 4 2 8 1 3 5

Figure 4: Offspring after order crossover

Attracted by the efficiency of OX, we propose to modify this operator includ-
ing more diversification features in order to cope with the high intensification
level of the proposed selection.

Revised Order Crossover (ROX) mainly preserves the original OX principle.
A new offspring is created by randomly choosing a sub-tour of one parent (see
Figure 5). Genes of the first parent are copied in the generation of the second
offspring and vice versa. After that, we respectively copy in the first offspring
the genes of the first parent and we do not copy the ones that already exist. We
repeat the same procedure with the second offspring. Figures 5 to 7 illustrate
the way ROX operates. First, we consider the following parent tours with two
cut points designed by the symbol | (Figure 5).

Parent 1 : 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Parent 2 : 6 7 4 2 8 5 3 1

Figure 5: Randomly choosing a sub-tour of parents

Secondly, offspring inherit the sub-tours of parents (Figure 6).

After that, remaining genes are used to complete chromosome. The comple-
tion of offspring one is made, starting from the first parent and the first place.
Genes that were between the crossovers points are deleted (see Figure 7). The
construction of offspring 2 is made in a similar way.
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Offspring 1 : ∗ ∗ 4 2 8 ∗ ∗ ∗
Offspring 2 : ∗ ∗ 3 4 5 ∗ ∗ ∗

Figure 6: Switching the genes

Offspring 1 : 1 3 4 2 8 5 6 7
Offspring 2 : 6 7 3 4 5 2 8 1

Figure 7: Offspring after revised order crossover

Doing crossover by just interchanging any parts of parents, may lead to
premature convergence of the algorithm since in same cases no changes will be
made on the composition of any parent, perhaps just through mutation. That
is why we propose to modify the OX and we introduce some diversification
features in order to cope with the whole proposed algorithm characteristics and
the problem at hand.

3.3. Mutation by Extended Elimination (MEE)

The mutation procedure is a noisy procedure which modifies each individual
independently. It aims to keep diversity in the population and promotes the
search in the solution space due to its ability of rapidly generating new building
blocks [12]. This genetic operator has a significant effect on the performance
of the algorithm. However, a pure random choice of genes on which the trans-
formation is done may direct the search towards undesirable search regions.
Therefore, incorporating problem specific knowledge into this operator is of
greet importance on the evolution process.

The mutation by extended elimination (MEE) searches for the highest cost
between two successive cities. These cites are then, exchanged with their neigh-
bors. If one of these chosen chromosomes comes in an extreme position, it will
be reversed with the one in the other extreme position, i.e., the chromosome
in the last position, will be reversed by the one in the first position and vice
versa. As an example, if the highest cost is between cities 8 and 5, in offspring
1, cities 8 and 5 will be switched with their neighbors 2 and 6 respectively (see
Figure 8).

The MEE procedure promotes better search regions. This operator is
adapted to the TSP because it eliminates the highest costs and helps avoid-
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Offspring 1 : 1 3 4 2 8 5 6 7

Offspring 1 : 1 3 4 8 2 6 5 7

Figure 8: The solution after mutation

ing the construction of unsuitable offspring.

4. Computational Experiments

The genetic algorithm is characterized by two fundamental, dichotomous forces
competing within the evolution of the population: exploitation and exploration.
The selection operator exploits the current knowledge of the solution space by
propagating the better guesses and discarding the poorer ones. The crossover
and mutation operators explore the search space by creating new guesses. The
balance is adjusted by changing the relative probabilities.

The genetic algorithm developed in our research has been programmed with
Visual Basic C++ on a Pentium 4, 1.7MHz machine. Every solution is a per-
mutation between 1 and N (N is the total number of cities). The objective is
to minimize the total distance (or time). For each experiment, 10 tests (the
average is taken) have been executed.

4.1. Solving a Scheduling Problem

As operators proposed for the TSP problem may be used for any permutation
problem, we first evaluate the practical benefits of the proposed algorithms
(MOX-MEE), by comparing results obtained on a scheduling example of the
literatures [13]. In this article, a genetic algorithm is applied to solve a sequence
dependent changeover times on a single machine (15 jobs). As this scheduling
problem may be modeled as a TSP problem, classical approaches for TSP may
be applied to this problem. The best sequence found with the ROX is the
following (14 - 12 - 6 - 9 - 1 - 5 - 2 - 8 - 3 - 7 - 10 - 13 - 4 - 15 - 11), with a
cost of 47,5. The best sequence starting with the machine 14, found by [13], is
(14 - 9 - 1 - 12 - 6 - 11 - 15 - 5 - 3 - 8 - 13 - 4 - 10 - 7 - 2) with a cost of 48,9.
The results from the tests show the efficiency of our proposed algorithm while
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Problem Optimal OX - OM ROX - OM OX - MEE ROX - MEE

Bayg 29 1610 1610 1610 1610 1610
Bays 29 2020 2022 2025 2020 2020
Eil 51 426 485 502 463 455
Berlin 52 7542 8189 8157 7542 7542
Eil 76 538 584 571 550 557
Eil 101 629 665 672 667 633
Rat 195 2323 3415 3236 3064 2812

Table 1: Comparison of configurations

starting with the same job.

4.2. Comparison of Operators

For comparative purpose, four tests are run with different operators’ combina-
tions in order to assess their efficiency. Benchmark instances taken from the
TSPLIB library are used [18]. In first time, we applied the order crossover of
Davis [4] and the roulette wheel selection (OM), in this method the selection
probability of each individual is calculated by dividing its fitness by the sum
of the fitnesses of all individuals. In second time, we applied the mutation by
extended elimination (MEE) instead of the (OM). After that, the crossover is
changed by our proposed (ROX), and we change both operators (ROX-MEE).
Combinations tested are:

— The Order Crossover (OX) and the Ordinary Mutation (OM: roulette);

— The Order Crossover (OX) and the Mutation by Extended Elimination
(MEE);

— The Revised Order Crossover (ROX) and the Ordinary Mutation (OM);

— The Revised Order Crossover (ROX) and the Mutation by Extended
Elimination (MEE).

Results are resumed in Table 1.

Table 1 reports the average solution value for different problems. It also
indicates, for the comparison, the optimal value. This table shows that our al-
gorithm (ROX-MEE) gives optimal or near optimal results for several instances.
Another important aspect to see is the robustness of the algorithm over all the
instances. Figure 9 resumes different deviation rates for the selected instances
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tested with the four configurations. For example, ROX- OM for the instances
Eil 101 gives a deviation of about 8 percent from optimal when the deviation
of ROX-MEE is only 2 percents.
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Figure 9: Comparison of different crossover operators

The quality of the results of our algorithm seems satisfying. However, as
the number of cities increases (and the solution space grows), the ROX-MEE
begins to exhibit a less efficiency. While the objective of minimizing the total
distance traveled is interesting, we repeated our tests using MOX and MEE for
others instances. The results of these tests are presented in Table 2.

In order to deeply test and compare the performance of the proposed op-
erators, computational experiments were performed with 12 instances. These
instances were classified with types and average of deviation of optimal (ADO).
As we could expect, the run time (in seconds) grows up with the number of
cities and the ADO diverges from optimal However, qualities of solutions ob-
tained are still good. Other comparative tests were run. Chatterjee et al [3]
proposed a genetic algorithm to solve TSP but the deviation from the optimal
is between 1.30 percents and 2.10 percents and the algorithm found the result
after one hour to small benchmarks instances.
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Problem Optimal Types ADO* IterationsGenerationsTimes
Bayg 29 1610 GEO 0 1000 200 0
Bays 29 2020 GEO 0 1000 500 1

Berlin 52 7542
EUD-
2D

0 1000 200 0.2

Eil 51 426
EUD-
2D

0.06 1000 200 0.2

Rat 99 1211
EUD-
2D

0.02 1000 500 1.0

Eil 101 629
EUD-
2D

0.63 1000 200 1.2

Gr 24 1272 MATRIX 0.003 1000 500 0.5
KroA
100

21282
EUD-
2D

0.2 1000 200 1.6

Ch 130 6110
EUD-
2D

0.33 1000 200 1.6

Brg 180 1950 MATRIX 0.89 1000 300 2.9

pr1002 259045
EUD-
2D

2.65 1000 500 45.5

*Average Deviation of the Optimal (ADO) = F itness−Optimal

Optimal

Table 2: ROX-MEE tests

Figure 10 shows that the results of the ROX-MEE algorithm are very close
to the optimal ones and even optimal for the first four instances. For other
evaluations we used the well known standard benchmark set and we chose 30
different problem instances ranging from 22 cities to 1002 which results are
summarized in Table 3. Each benchmark is run 10 times and we take the
minimum result, the maximum, the variance, the gaps and we average the
results for each considered instances.

Finally, it can be seen from Table 3 the efficiency of ROX-MEE algorithm
for the TSP and we conclude that the best results obtained by our algorithm
are very close to the optimal comparing with other methods. Meanwhile, it
can be seen that the difference between optimal and minimum values is very
small when the size is limited, this efficiency can be considered to be the mutual
result of the properties of the GA using both the proposed crossover and MEE
which also shows the robustness of the algorithm.
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5. Conclusion

Genetic algorithms appear to find good solutions for the traveling salesman
problem; however it depends very much on the way the problem is encoded and
the choice of operators (crossover and mutation methods). It seems that the
methods that use heuristic information or encode the edges of the tour perform
the best and give good indications for future work in this area. As yet, genetic
algorithms have not found a better solution to the traveling salesman problem
than is already known, but many of the already known best solutions have been
found by some genetic algorithm method also.

In this paper we propose, new genetic operators adapted to the travel-
ing salesman problem. We propose an elite section method, a revised order
crossover and a mutation by extend elimination. The proposed algorithm was
compared with a previous result from literature and with some benchmark
problems too.

Results show that modeling the TSP using the new genetic operators pro-
posed has clear advantages over using one of the classical operators. The results
indicate that the improved algorithm is able to get good solutions when tested
on a scheduling problem coming from the literature and benchmark instances
taken from the TSP library. The ROX-MEE has performed well in theoretical
and empirical comparisons. However, when the number of cities increased (and
the solution space grows), the average time increases too.

The proposed algorithm seems to be a promising approach. An interest-
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Name Types Opt. Min Max Avg. Var. Gap Time

A 280
EUD-
2D

2579 2580 3040 2752.2 26300 0,0626 30

Att 48 ATT 10628 10751 13200 11651 616105 0.0773 6
Bayg 29 GEO 1610 1610 1820 1681 4709 0,0422 0
Bays 29 GEO 2020 2020 2100 2041,1 618.86 0,0103 0

Berlin 52
EUD-
2D

7542 7690 8716 8221,8 118839 0,0647 1

Brazil58 MATRIX 25395 28717 36258 31362 6E+0.6 0,0843 5

Brg 180
UPPER-
ROW

1950 1980 2314 2086,7 12630 0,0511 15

Burma 14 GEO 3323 3743 4500 4159 58721 0.1 1

Ch 130
EUD-
2D

6110 6110 6540 6343,4 17426 0,0368 13

Ch 150
EUD-
2D

6528 6590 7012 6844,1 24233 0.0372 16

Eil 101
EUD-
2D

629 641 785 696.9 2048.9 0,0802 10

Eil 51
EUD-
2D

426 426 485 440,3 445,41 0,0325 3

Eil 76
EUD-
2D

538 538 550 543.2 15.56 0,0096 5

Gil 262
EUD-
2D

2378 2540 4010 3331,8 177567 0,2376 142

Gr 202 GEO 40160 41160 48761 44430,1 4884988 0,0736 187
Gr 96 GEO 55209 59764 66570 61964 4E+06 0,0355 96

KroA100
EUD-
2D

21282 22282 29147 25398 5E+06 0,1227 45

KroB100
EUD-
2D

22141 24684 32150 29002 9E+06 0,1489 55

KroC100
EUD-
2D

20749 22210 23749 22818 233121 0,0266 42

KroD100
EUD-
2D

21294 22185 24120 23111 437157 0,0401 53

Lin 105
EUD-
2D

14379 15037 17240 15981 379043 0,0591 71

Lin 318
EUD-
2D

42029 45030 48698 46585 1E+06 0,0334 283

Table 3: Benchmarks instances tests

ing extension of this work will concern its application on the multiobjective
Traveling Salesman Problems.
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Name Types Opt. Min Max Avg. Var. Gap Time

Pr 76
EUD-
2D

108159 151295 173553 163624 5E+07 0,0754 121

pr1002
EUD-
2D

259045 671288 882855 760262 5E+09 0,117 899

Rat 575
EUD-
2D

6773 6761 7733 7257,6 98022 0,0684 110

Rat 783
EUD-
2D

8806 9321 11023 10249 249571 0,0906 268

Rat 99
EUD-
2D

1211 1211 2030 1502,6 85593 0,1941 11

Ts 225
EUD-
2D

126643 196341 371254 269472 4E+09 0,2714 317

Tsp 225
EUD-
2D

3919 4321 5346 4826,2 99397 0,1047 211

Ulysses22 GEO 7013 7013 7196 7063.5 2987.1 0.0071 1

Table 3: Continuation: Benchmarks instances tests
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